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Abstract 
Balogh, Z.T. and D.K. Burke, A total ladder system space by ccc forcing, Topology and its 
Applications 44 (1992) 37-44. 
A ladder system L on the set of limit ordinals is defined by iterated ccc forcing. The natural 
topological space X, derived from L is a locally compact, locally countable scattered space of 
height 2 which is /I-normal, is a Morita P-space (and thus, countably metacompact), but the 
space is not perfect or normal. Then we discuss a number of reasons why such a space cannot 
exist in ZFC and in fact, in many models. 
Kqvwords: Ladder system, Morita P-space, /‘-normal, ccc forcing 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class Primary 54A35, 54045; secondary 54620. 
Introduction 
Let us say that a function L: w, x (w + 1) + w, is an extended ladder system if the 
following conditions hold: 
(L.l) whenever (Y E succ(w,) or n = W, L(a, n) = LY; 
(L.2) if (Y slim, then (L(a, r~)),,~~ is an increasing sequence of ordinals 
converging to (Y. 
Note that an extended ladder system is just a ladder system in the sense of Shelah 
[3] defined on the set of limit ordinals with a straighforward augmentation as given 
by (L.l). 
The (total) ladder system space X, defined by an extended ladder system L is a 
topological space whose underlying set is X = w, u CO;, where w{ = {(Y’: (Y E w,} is a 
disjoint copy of w, . The topology on X, is defined by the following two conditions: 
(i) each point (Y’ E CO: is isolated; 
(ii) an open neighborhood basis for CY E w, is given by the sets U,,(a) = {CI}U 
{L(a, k)‘: n G k< o}\{cY’} (n E w). 
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Note that by (ii), (Y E succ(w,) implies LY is an isolated point in XL. Clearly, each 
ladder system space is a locally compact, locally countable, scattered Hausdorff 
space of scattered height 2; in particular it is quasi-developable. 
The main result in this paper is the following: 
Theorem 0.1. Let V be a countable transitive model of ZFC+GCH. Then there is a 
ccc poset P E Vand a name i for an extended ladder system such that IEp “The ladder 
system space Xi is an F-normal, Morita P-space which is not perfect or normal or 
countably paracompact”. 
A space X is called f-normal [I] if for every pair H, K of disjoint closed sets 
there are countable sequences (U,,),,, and (V,,),,, of open sets such that (a) 
U,, n V, = 0 for every n E W; (b) (U,, n H),,, and (V,, n K),,, are increasing covers 
of H and K, respectively. Being a Morita P-space is a strengthening of being 
countably metacompact: X is a Morita P-space if for every cardinal A and every 
system {G(s): s E w) A> of open sets, such that s c t implies G(s) c G(t), there is a 
system {F(s): s E “‘>A} of closed sets such that (a) F(s)c G(s) for every s~“‘l\; 
(b) whenever cp E “A and (G(cp 1 n))niw covers X, so does (F(cp r n))nrw. 
The existence of a space as in Theorem 0.1 is of some interest for several reasons. 
First, it was a question of Nyikos and one of the authors whether closed discrete 
subsets must be G,-sets in first countable, countably metacompact spaces [ll]. 
Another question due to Nyikos was whether a quasi-developable, countably meta- 
compact space had to be subparacompact [12]. A recent example of an actually, 
normal space by Shelah [9] gives negative answers to both of these questions in a 
model of CH. (Let us note here that whereas a counterexample to the first question 
can only be a consistent example, to the authors’ knowledge, there could be a ZFC 
counterexample to the second question.) Our space is another example in a model 
of 1CH. (For a comparison of Shelah’s space and the one dealt with in this paper, 
see the “Concluding remarks”.) 
Another interesting property of our XL is that it is p-normal and not normal; 
indeed, as we will point out in the conclusion of this paper, there are no f-normal, 
not normal ladder system spaces under either V= L or MA+lCH. 
Throughout the paper, we use terminology and notation of current set-theoretic 
topology as used in [5, 61. If there is no danger of confusion, then names for sets 
from the ground model will be themselves. We shall simply write IF instead of Itp 
if it is obvious from the context what P is. 
1. The construction of P 
Let [I be a poset defined in the following way. 1 E [L iff 1: w, x (w + 1) + w, is a 
finite partial function such that 
(1.1) whenever (a, k)~ dam(1) and (Y E SUCC(W,) or k = W, then l(q k) = a; 
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(1.2) (cu, k) E dom( I) and j < k < w implies ((Y, j) E dom( I); 
(1.3) if (Y E lim(w,), (LY, j), (cu, k)E dam(l) and j< ks w, then I(cu, j) < /(a, k). 
Ordering of [L is given by function extension. Note that if H c IL is [L-generic over 
V, then L, =U H:w,x(w+l)+w, is a total function in V[H]. 
Given any extension V’ of V[ H] and a map c: w, + 2 in V’ one can form the 
following poset Q(e, c) in V’. 
h E Q(e, c) iff h : w, + w is a finite partial function such that (a, j) Ih (p, k) implies 
c(a) = c(p), where (a, j) I,, (/3, k) abbreviates the statement 
and 
LH(a, j) = &(P, k).” 
Q(L, C) is designed to make sure that whenever (Y and /3 are on different sides 
of the partition whose characteristic function is c, U,(a) n U,,(p) =B for n = 
max{h(a), h(P)). 
Since V IF 2”1 = w,, by a routine book-keeping argument (see [5, p. 279]), there 
. . . 
is a forctng Iteration (PO,- wz, (Q,),c we with finite supports and a sequence (CE),,iscw~ 
of names such that 
(1.1) Qo= II; 
(1.2) for every O< t< w2, d, is a P,-name for a function w, +2 and It-,< QE = 
I 
Q@, 4); 
(1.3) IF,1 “(i,)“. C/w: lists all functions from w, to 2”. 
For (1.3), note that the P,-name C$ can be naturally identified with a P,z-name. 
We are going to show that P = P,,,, is as required in Theorem 0.1. As a matter of 
fact, if G is P-generic over V and i is a P-name for L = LG = IJ {I: 3p E G( p(O) = i)}, 
then i will satisfy the conditions of Theorem 0.1. 
Let us call a condition p E P a determined condition if for every 5 < w2, p(l) E V 
(more exactly if there is an a E V such that p r .$ IFpep = a’) and p 15 decides 
c, 1 dom(p([)). Thus the determined conditions can be identified with all those 
sequences (p(5)),, + in V which have finite supports and for which the following 
conditions hold: 
(D.l) P(O) E k; 
(D.2) for every 0 < 5 < w2, p( 5) : w, + w is a finite partial function and p 15 decides 
4 I dom(p(5)); 
(D.3) for every 0 < 5 < w?, p 1 .$ IF, “for every (Y, /3, j, k, if (Ly, j) I,,,,, (P, k), then 
C<(Ly) = C&3)“. 
As determined conditions form a dense subset of P it is enough to work with 
determined conditions for the rest of the paper. In particular, by “p E P” we shall 
mean “p is a determined condition”. 
Also it may be helpful for the reader to visualize P as describing finite Venn- 
diagrams in which P-normality is arranged for finite portions of finitely many 
partitioning functions c. 
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2. The main lemma 
In proving that Xi is (forced to be) as required, our main tool will be the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. For P, i and Xi as dejined above IF-P “for every stationary set S c w, , 
the set (of isolated points) S’ has a limit point in S”. 
Proof. Indirectly assume that there is a p E P and a P-name 3 such that p I!- “3 is 
a stationary subset of o, and 3’ has no limit point in 3”. 
Let (MY),<,, be an elementary chain of countable elementary submodels of H( 03) 
with P. P, (+_)c<w2, i, 3 E MO. Let S E lim(w,) be such that IV& n w, = S and there is 
a p6 sp such that p6 IF 6 E 3. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
(A.a) there is an n E w such that p6 IF “k 2 n implies i( 6, k) g 3”; 
(A.b) (6, w) E dom( p,(O)) and p6 decides certain ladders below S; more exactly, 
if 0<5<m2, P~dom(p,(5))\(S+l) and k E w, then either p8 II- Z&3, k) > 6 or 
(P. k)E dom(P,(O)) and PAW& k) s 6. 
For P E P, set A(P) = wW(p) u dom(dom(p(0))) u ran&p(O)) u 
U,,<5cwz dom(p(5)) E [4<“. We claim that there are y < S and pv E P n i’Ma with 
the following properties: 
(1) pJ-“y&; 
(2) y\sup(A( ps) n 6) is infinite; 
(3) there is a unique order-preserving bijection cp : A( pa) + A(p,) such that 
cp 1 (A( p6) n MS) = id, cp( 6) = y and the following properties are satisfied: 
(a) for every p E A(p6), k E w+ 1 and p < S, “(p, k)E dom(p,(O)) and 
p&O)(P,k) = p”holdsiff“(cp(P),k)E dom(p,(O))andp,(O)(cp(P),k) = P”; 
(b) if O<t<w, and P E dom(p,(5)), then V(P) E dom(pJ5)) and 
P,(cp(S))(cp(P)) = pd5)(P); 
(c) for every P E dom(p,(5)) and e E 2, p8 r 5 IF-,, G(P) = e 8 
Pv r (P(5) IkP@,, i.,dcp(P)) = e; 
(4) if O<[<W~, (Y E dom( p,([))\( y + 1) and j E w, then either pv IF i(a, j) > y 
or (a, j>c dom(p,(O)) and PJO)(~, j) s Y. 
To see that there are such y and pv in MS it is enough to observe that since ps 
has finite structure, (l)-(4) above do not really depend on 6, and can actually be 
reformulated so that all of their parameters other than y and pv are in Ms. Now, 
since y = S and pv = ps satisfy (l)-(4) in H(w~), there are y and pv in Ma which 
satisfy (l)-(4). 
Now, let m=max{i<w: (6, i)Edom(p,(O))u{(S, -l)}}, and set K =m+n+l. 
Set 
r(0)=p,(O)up,(O)u{((6,m+i),/3i): i=l,...,n+2}, 
where sup(A(p,)nS)<P,<.‘.<P,<P,+,=y~sup(A(p,)n6)<P,+,, and let, 
forO<5<w2, r(5)=~,(5)~~6(5). 
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We are going to show that r E l? (D.l) and (D.2) are easy to check. Suppose 
indirectly that (D.3) does not hold, i.e., there is a smallest 0 < .$ < w2 such that there 
are q@EW,, j, kEo+l and r*r[SP,rr[ such that 
r* I5 It, “(a, j) L,,, (P, k) and &C(l) # &(P)“. (*) 
By the definition of lrc5), a, P E dom(r(5)) = dom(p,(t)) u dom(p,(G). Further- 
more, LY and p cannot both be in dom(p,([)) or dom(p,([)), because if, say, 
a, P E dom(P,(5)), then (*) would contradict r*I5sP,I5 and 
pv 15 IF “(a, j) ~+CI (p, k) implies C,(a) = C,(p)“. 
Thus we can assume that, say, a E dom(p,(5))\dom(p8(5)) and P E 
dom( p,([))\dom(p,([)). Note that a E dom( p,(5)) implies [E suppt(p,) = M,, so 
(P(5) = 5. 
We shall distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1: p # 6. By (*), r* 15 It- i(p, k) = i(a, j) < 6, so by (A.b), (/I$ k)E 
dom(p,(O)), and since r* / 5 IF i(/3, k) < 6, p =p6(0)(p, k) < 6. Thus by (3a), 
(CPM), k)E dom(p,(O)) and p,(O)(q(P), k) =P. Thus r* 15 IF i(cp(P), k) = i(a,y). 
BY (3b), max{p,(5)(cp(P)), P,(5)(a)l= maxIpa( ps(5)(~)l~j, kc w. Finally, 
by (3~) and since p5 decides c, 1 dom(p,([)), r* r 5 It- d,(cp(p)) = C,(p) f tic(a), so 
a # p, r* 15 It- “(a, j) I~,(~) (q(p), k) and C,(a) f ?<(cp(p))“, contradicting r* 15~ 
Pv I 5. 
Case 2: p = 6. Then k d m + n + 1, since otherwise r* 15 lE”i(cu, j) = i(S, k) 2 
P n+2>su~(A(~Y) n a,)“, in contradiction with (Y E A(p,). Furthermore, cr # y as 
by (3c), r* l5t,,~,(S) = C,(Y). So by Pmtn+, = Y and (4), (a,j)~dom(P,(O)) 
and PJO)(a, j) s Y. If p,(O)(a, j) = Y, then p,, 15 It i(a, j) = y = i(a, w) 
and by (3b), max{p,(5)(y), py(S)(a)l =max{pS(5)(S), p,(t)(~)l~j, w s w, so 
pv t 5 It (a, j) &v(s) (K w). 
This implies that pv r 5 It- C,(a) = Ct( y), in contradiction with r* 15~ p,, 15 and 
r* I.$ It- C,(y) = C,(6) f &(a). 
Finally, let us assume that p,,(O)(a, j) < y. By p,(O)(a, j) =p,(O)(& k) and PI > 
sup(A( p8) n 8) 2 sup(range p,(O) n 6), this implies k s m and thus (6, k) E 
dom(p,(O)). BY (3a), p,(O)(y, k) =P,(O)(~ k) =p,(O)(a, j), so pv r 5 IF i(y, k) = 
i(a, j). BY W), max{p,(t)(y), pJS)(~)l= max{r(5)(6), p,(S)(~)l~j, k s w, so 
P,, r 5 IF (Y, k) &(<I (a, j). Thus p,, r 5 IF &E(y) = &(a), in contradiction with the fact 
that r*/‘[=Sp,,r .$ and by (3c), r*/‘[lk ~~(y)=~~(6)#~~((~). 
Thus we have finished proving that r E Z? By ((6, m + n + l), y) E r(0) and r s pa, pv, 
r IF i(S, m + n + 1) = y E 3, in contradiction with (A.a). 0 
3. The conclusion of the proof of Theorem 0.1 
It remains only to prove that if G is P-generic over V and L = Lc, then in V[ G], 
the ladder system space XL satisfies the properties listed in Theorem 0.1. 
By the definition of Q(L, c), by (1.3) and a standard density argument it follows 
that L has the following property: 
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(A) For every function c : w, + 2 there is a function h : w, + w such that if (Y, /3 E w, , 
max{h(a), h(p)}sj, k G w and L(cr, j) = L(p, k), then c(a) = c(p). 
From (A) it follows that XL is f-normal. (Indeed, to check that X, is /-normal, 
it is enough to consider pairs H, K of closed sets which partition the closed discrete 
subset w, of XL. These are, of course, given by a map c : w, + 2 and if h is as required 
in (A), then setting U, = lJ { U,,( (Y): ~EH and h(a)<n}, V,,=U{U,(@):~EK 
and h(P)s n} works.) 
Lemma 2.1 implies that XL is not perfect. A consequence of (A) is this. 
Proposition 3.1. In the space XL, if A c w,, then A’ is the increasing union of sets 
- 
(AL, such that A; n (w,\A) = B for every n E w. 
Proof. Let c : w, + 2 be the characteristic function of A and let h : w, + w be as stated 
in (A). Let A,, = {a: E A: h(a) < n} (n E w). Suppose indirectly that there are n E w 
and p E w,\A such that /3 E A:, . Then there is a k *max{n, h(P)} such that (Y = 
L(p, k) E A,. Now L(a, w) = L(/3, k), max{h(c-u), h(P)}< k, w <w and yet, c(a) # 
c(p), contradicting (A). 0 
Corollary 3.2. (a) For every subset A c w, , Au A’ is an F,-set in XL. 
(b) For every nonstationary subset A c w, , A’ is an F,-set in XL. 
From Proposition 3.1 it easily follows that X, is countably metacompact, as a 
matter of fact, a Morita P-space. 
Lemma 3.3. X, is a Morita P-space. 
Proof. Observe first that the definition of a Morita P-space remains the same if the 
sets F(s) are only required to be F,-sets instead of being closed. Now, let A be a 
cardinal and {G(s): s E Wb A} be a system of open subsets of X, such that SC t 
implies G(s) c G(t). For every s E ““A, let us set F(s) =U {{a, n’}: {a, a’}~ G(s)}. 
By Corollary 3.1, {F(s): s E ,>A} is as required. 0 
Lemma 3.4. XL is not normal, in fact, if S and w,\S are stationary sets in V, then, in 
V[ G], they are unseparated subsets of X,. 
Proof. Indirectly assume that there is a p E P and a P-name iJ such that p IF “ 0 
is an open subset of Xi, iJ 1 S and i! n (w,\S) = 0”. Let A be a P-name such that 
p IF A = {a E w,: (Y’E i?}. By Lemma 2.1, applied on A\S and S\A, p IF ‘6A a S is 
nonstationary”. Since P is ccc, every nonstationary set in V[G] is covered by a 
nonstationary set in V. So there is, in V, a nonstationary subset N of w, such that 
p IF “A Ll S c N”. Since w,\S is stationary, there is a 6 such that sup((S\N) n 6) = 
6 E w,\s. 
Sinceforevery nEw, D,={q~p:qlt--3k 2 n(i(8, k) E S\N)} is dense below p, 
p It “S E(S\N)‘C Ale +, contradicting 6 E w,\S and p IF ‘&l? n (w,\S) = 0”. 0 
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By proving Lemma 3.4 we have completed the proof of Theorem 0.1. (Note that 
since an f-normal, countably paracompact space is normal [ 11, X, is not countably 
paracompact.) 
4. Concluding remarks 
There are many reasons for which a space such as XL cannot exist in ZFC, and 
indeed, in many models of ZFC. These can be classified in two groups, the first 
group having to do with countable metacompactness, the second with f-normality 
of x,. 
By results of Burke [2] and Fleissner [4] if either the Product Measure Extension 
Axiom (PMEA) or the Product Category Extension Axiom (PCEA) holds, then 
closed discrete sets are G8-sets in countably metacompact, first countable spaces. 
A recent result of Nyikos [S] shows that the same holds under the Axiom of 
Constructibility V = L in the class of countably metacompact, locally countable 
spaces. MA+lCH implies that every ladder system space XL is perfect. Thus X, 
could not have been constructed in models of any of these axioms. 
Passing to f-normality, PMEA, PCEA and V = L all imply that f-normal spaces 
are a-collectionwise Hausdorff [l] which a ladder system space is not. Also, from 
MA+lCH it follows that every ladder system space is normal [3]. Hence an 
f-normal, nonnormal ladder system space cannot exist under any of the above 
axioms. 
Question 4.1. Is it consistent that there is a normal, nonperfect ladder system space 
on the set of all limit ordinals? 
Note that by a result of Taylor [lo] CH implies that normal, first countable spaces 
are stationarily collectionwise Hausdorff, so a ladder system space as in Question 
4.1 cannot exist under CH. In particular Shelah’s space [9] in a model of CH is 
defined on a stationary, costationary subset of w, only. By the above result of Taylor, 
this has to be so. 
The authors do not know whether Shelah’s space is a Morita P-space. 
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